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The sky morphed from generic blue to bruisy black as Angel, ochre-faced, a cloak of 
charcoal-smudged hair rippling behind her, fled her father’s death head along a 
corrugated track that led to Bespoke University. Tumbling, screaming, crying – 
collapsing twice at least – upon the grassy verges, weighed down by adverbs, 
adjectives and the definite article, seduced by clichés and rhetorical questions, 
exhausted by repetitions, Angel’s boody felt faint from continuous exertion.  

For three days she ran, on and on, stabbing Spec’s beak into the limestone path ahead. 
This he allowed – this small autonomy. Dark, svelte, masterful Spec. Nothing could be 
more explicitly speculative than a black umbrella. Angel fingered his beady weather 
eye as she strode along. Over and over, a disconcerting image swamped her thoughts, 
of her white-faced father, gurgling, drowning in his own blood; an image that featured 
Spec hovering over him, clawing at his throat.  

What drove her through forest after generic forest, in which giant trees cast Weyrd 
shadows? What compelled her periodically to rest her hand against her hard belly? 
Education drew her – led her. Trick or trope? She closed her fingers around Spec’s 
slender, blue-feathered neck – he was more reliable than any brother but so literal. 
Why after she’d taken his smooth, sweet head into her mouth, he made her father a 
McGuffin but – brolly, oh, brolly, oh love, the blood.  

On she sprinted until the metronomic creak of a wooden frame strung between two 
live ghost-gums pulled her up short. Back and forth it swung, setting off yellow-eyed 
fruit bats.  A pox, a hex, a Hendra virus, a Chlamydia, on medieval settings.  

Down swept Spec with a flick of Angel’s blanched and blue-veined wrist. Such a 
whack belied her small revulsion, forcing the crude and cruel construction to rotate, 
revealing a generic male body espaliered like a pear. The body, the specter resembled 
her father but could surely, nowt be him, in seeming agony, morphed between this life 
and the next. At Angel’s direction, Spec deftly twisted his kingfisher beak to gouge 
out the chap’s eyeball, stabbing at the once-man’s spongy private parts no longer 
protected by his dillybag. Angel hid the bloodshot, gazing eyeball on her person. 

‘More gore.’ A European bird – the lesser raven – erupted from a river gum.  

It was symbolic: black and moody, awesome, avian, loud.   

It swooped again as she grasped the man body’s bag abandoned at the base. Inside, she 
found a painted stone miniature of two freckled, ginger boys joined at the hip, five 
bark business cards spattered with blood, and a letter from a student to Lien Jambon, 
creative writing teacher. Father. Had he flung his seed thus far or kurrsed fellow 
writers’ curs to make them double? Carefully, she unfolded the letter. 

 

Dear Lien, Dr Jamb, Professor Jamblien, 

I endured testing trials last week.  Collapsing, heating up, flying a bit into meltdown. 
At four am I wanted to push on fir you because you have invested in my potential 
wellbeen. I missed the bus in the morning by centimetres and went nearly spare. My 
heart was beating my bones like an orgasm.  

Could you let me know if the workshop was important: write down the things I 
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missed?  

For all the dust and drang, a new idea galloped into my intelligence. It came from 
another world. A bit like dreaming or history but not really.  

I know this assignment requires a story informed by my research on a contemporary 
issue but I’ve been under a lot of pressure lately and I want to right won about fairies. 
There’ll be an issue. I promise you. And a realistic mediveil setting. After the sword 
fight I’ll be speculating about strong girls.  

Sincerely, 

Fantsay  

 

Angel tugged at her blood-red feather frock, loosening the strings to make more room 
for her father’s steamy eye, between her burgeoning cherry-ballert breasts and for the 
cards, the stone miniatures and the letter. She supposed she would need a body of 
evidence or was it evidence of a body to get into university and a disembodied Jambon 
would do. With Spec’s assistance she poked the rancid corpse, sans eye, into her own 
ham bag, carried not to accessorise but for opportunistic gathering.  She imagined Big 
Jambon’s response to the Fantsay chick were he alive.  

‘What’s different about your village, Fantsay?’ he’d probably ask in all sincerity. 

 

Humping the festery ham bag, Angel lurched through several imaginary draft 
paragraphs, partly seduced by stones arranged in glowing ellipses along the creek 
beside the path, until she finally arrived on the perimeter of a mansion of Gothic 
pretensions, its four towers wavering, all of a whimper on her approach. The cloud 
dispersed, the sky bled red. Nothing augured well. But why should she defer her 
studies because misfortune had overtaken her family, especially her dad, her own 
Jambon on the bulldust-strewn road to higher learning?  

She had not anticipated meeting the subjects of the miniatures. Nor expected to submit 
a portfolio of mutilated body parts for her creative arts enrolment. The unfortunate 
gingery twins stood chanting at the gate, their rubbery torsos gyrating in a semblance 
of harmony. Between one cant and the next, they spat obscenities and something 
creamy and globulous they’d cleared from the back of their throats, its smell 
resembling bridal creeper. Angel replaced the kerchief at her nose with another. The 
dribbling heads lolled towards her until she dropped her ham bag at their feet. One pair 
of hands thrust themselves between her breasts; surely not intuiting the presence of 
their father’s eyeball.  

Angel dropped her head like a grinding stone upon wattle seed, bit down hard on the 
bird-thin fingers. Then leaned in, allowing her teeth to graze at a singular throat and 
whispered. ‘I know Jambon.’ 

The hands clasped each other, the heads swivelled to take her in.  ‘You’ll get nothing 
from our father. Do you have other friends of consequence?’  

‘I have five hundred friendly faces upon my bark pages?’  
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‘What have you read then, love?’ the second face thus spake. 

‘I’ve read Harrold Potter’s dreaming seven times. I have every known narrative 
strategy at my disposal.’  

The twins conferred. ‘Years ago, they regurgitated Shakespeare or kinship networks at 
the cattle grid; likely, settings make them suggestible.’ 

‘You mean, relatable’, Angel responded. ‘I have my rights and I’ll fight for every one 
of them. Take me to the governing body.’   

‘At Bespoke University our vice chancellor is available in drought years and during 
partial solar eclipses. First, you’ll have to accredit yourself with us. Can you 
punctuate? Can you attribute discourse gleefully, bashfully, beatifically.’ 

‘Fuck the lot of you. I have Lien Jambon’s body in a bag and I want to write his 
eulogy under supervision. Tell me the pre-reqs?’ 

‘Weeping St Agatha.’ They ducked their heads and conferred. ‘She’s done away with 
our dad?’  

The first head squealed. ‘Wave her through while we review her application. She has a 
pulse. A plan. Possibly a tax file number. She’s registering on my heat-seeker.’ 

The second head recoiled. ‘She stinks and she says she’s related.’  

‘Then she’s a grim skiter,’ the first head complained, carrying his breastfed finger to 
his nose.  

The other viewed his travel-worn image in miniature, and began to weep and roll his 
purple doublet into a sausage shape. ‘You honour his journey?’  

‘No more journeys,’ Angel cried. ‘I never want to hear that word again.’ Stepping 
forward she kissed him hard upon the mouth. Then lay her lips, upon their ears, four 
eyebrows, two salty tongues – their pair of crenellated navels. Their skin allured, 
smelling sweetly of roasted feral-pig, of home brew and wild thyme but they acted so 
young, with such passivity, were possibly her siblings. 

One wafted his hand towards the cloisters. ‘Take the bag and run, girlie.’  

‘Ascend,’ the other said. ‘Enter at any level, traverse the battlements in all four 
directions, take coupons from each and swipe your card; compose thirty-six thousand 
words.’  

She drew away, leaving them seemingly ponderous over the miniatures of their 
strange selves, and ran to the far side of the gibber keep. There she approached a green 
painted door and struck it with Spec’s beak. 

A grinning creature wearing a bottlebrush wig popped out, its generous and elevated 
décolletage as fringed, as generic green, as any rainforest pool. Mammaries, rather 
than binaries, it seemed, were the campus convention. 

‘There’s not much going on at the moment in Womanish Study,’ she said. ‘We’ve 
shoved everyone off to herbal therapy and crone-care. I sign off on the sheets. What’s 
your paddock?’ 
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Angel was done with care. Now that she’d dispatched her father to the next world, and 
she felt half-hearted about claiming a couple of birth defects as brothers. She hummed 
as she always had, when lacking commitment.  

Spec growled and rustled the silk between his spokes, worming his way into her 
smalls; she sighed in a liquid way, before she smacked him down.  

The red-crested female persisted, quill poised, scratching observations on dirty bark 
sheets. ‘Council modelling suggests genre’s big: collect tokens for a year in Fairy 
Tales, a year of plot summaries to fire up the canon; a year of philosophy and you’re 
done. Then you can write your disquisition on Daddy.’ 

Angel continued to hum.  

‘May as well let you know. No stock characters. Make something up. Vice-Chancellor 
doesn’t like allegories. Two bucks says he’s sick of fairies. Even gumnit babies.’ 

‘That’s new: the no pointy-ears rule. Thanks for the tits.’ Angel inclined her head in 
deferential manner. Bloody anachronism. What would she know? Father’s Fantsay 
couldn’t get enough of it. 

‘Sexual tension’s huge,’ the red woman added. ‘And genre-bondage.’ 

‘I could write Romance then.’ 

‘Only with blood and a lot of neck work.’ 

She may just as well stick with the father project. Angel handed over two of the blood-
spattered stones.  

On she quested. A sign above the next knothole spelled philosotree in torch-charred 
letters. At the keyhole Angel drew herself up full of entitlement, flashing the ham bag 
containing its remaining accreditations: bone and gristle, and a few shrivelled 
abdominal organs; then whipped from her bodice her father’s bleeding eye The trunk 
groaned creating an orifice. ‘Putrid.’ It slammed shut in a trice. 

‘Oy,’ Angel bluffed, holding up Jambon’s eye ‘like’ she might a charm. Well, ‘as if’ 
she might a charm.   

Once more, the tree aperture expanded, its keeper allowing her entry. Several water 
snakes recumbent on velvet sofas waved her in with their tails. The largest, a fleshy-
looking melancholic, barely glanced up before returning to studying his tablet; three 
played games with tokens, slapping them onto a low stone stool sculpted in the shape 
of an egg; a fourth, rolled his puce-coloured jowls at her, as he recited the periodic 
table.  

She tried to gain their attention. ‘Hello. Hello, Red-Bellied Things. What’s the game? 
How do I win?’ 

‘What kind of question is that for a philosopher?’ one replied.                                     

‘Commerce, third tower on the left. On your brumby,’ the portly one grumbled. 

‘Aren’t you all philosophers. Don’t you get metaphor? ‘ 

‘Fuck you. We know more about Aristotle and Poetics 22 than you or anyone. About 
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setting up a wretched couch and a puny table. You exist for You. Ignore second 
person.  Faddy. What are you here for? Do you have stone tokens?  Do you see a point 
apart from your umbrella’s?  Do you exist?’ 

‘I gave the crone my tokes? Do I have to submit to someone else to apocrophise my 
father’s life?’ 

Spec shivered with delight at the mere thought, brushing past her thigh as he rose. 

At that very moment, the ginger twins burst into the room. ‘Ask her about our father, 
reptiles,’ the left head bleated.  ‘We think she knows a fair bit.’ 

Spec leapt towards them like a startled roo, and took off the first brother’s carroty 
head. He thrashed it against the stone table until it turned into a ball of putty, which he 
rolled beneath the table; there it lay, leaking ghastly fluids, its mouth pulled back in a 
final grimace. Like father like son. Spec knocked out the second twin’s teeth with his 
beak. The snakes reared up on their silken sofas and slid away through a portal onto 
the patio. Angel pursed her lips. Spec always went too far. First killing her father; now 
her perhaps brothers. She drew out Jambon’s eye once more and attempted to pass it 
off as a curse. Its condition had further deteriorated. Spec ignored the rancid thing and 
parried. The second head fell heavily, blood running out of its ear.  

‘Spec, no. A brother is not as easily forgotten as an umbrella. A bloke named Jim once 
said that.’ She eased Spec between her thighs and moaned speculatively. Then she 
angled her brolly through the turret window, to the prevailing wind, crying out, ‘I must 
go home. It’s a question of belonging.’ 

 Back along the bromide-tangled track she trod, refusing to journey, through the 
Weyrd shadowy bush, beneath bruisy clouds, past Jambon’s empty, swinging frame 
where she replaced the dilapidated eyeball. Endings never entirely satisfy but Angel 
found redemption in decapitating her umbrella, hurling its dagger-bill, followed by its 
body into the creek. Seven shining girls emerged from the water to grasp his hilt but 
Spec’s point turned back on them, sliding between their ribs. They promptly dragged 
his other bits below the surface. Within seconds bubbles rose. 

Thighs spread Angel hunkered down on the riverbank. She would write her father’s 
stories solo, while speculating about her best protector – such a trickster. Every story 
owned one. Three pushes. Three spiky bloody little creatures emerged now in the thin 
sunlight between her legs and crawled upon her belly. Eat light, little brollies, before 
you fly into the azure sky. 

 

Dear Fantsay, 

Forget fairies. Siblicide’s a cause, an isshew, worth taking up.  

Cheers 

Angel. 
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Research statement 

 

Research background 

‘The speculative fiction umbrella’ continues research about how university creative 
writers might reprise popular fantasy tropes as new knowledge, and whether the 
‘speculative’ genre term is oxymoronic in relation to some popular fantasy texts. This 
story uses the quest trope and postmodern techniques – blended genres, pastiche, 
playful intertextuality, borrowed motifs, metafiction, irony and satire – to critique 
these texts, especially their stylistic excesses in both the market and some student 
submissions. Its protagonist embodies the daffy sexuality, schlock horror agency and 
determined pragmatism present in some texts. Hutcheon argues that ‘parody works to 
foreground the politics of representation’ (1989: 93). 

 

Research contribution 

The story argues, in hyperbolic fashion and in the face of well-attested student homage 
to popular fantasy tropes, that university creative writers should privilege new 
knowledge (to know, in response to understanding texts) and innovation (creating 
anew). Set in a higher education world that is realistic and absurd, it deconstructs 
itself. It applies farce, parody, double entendre, irony, malapropism, slapstick, sexual 
innuendo and non-sequitur to create an unrestrained Rabelaisian effect that could 
encourage reflexivity and critique and prove generative. 

 

Research significance  

According to Palmieri, ‘satiric narrative works indirectly through parodic alteration of 
celebratory forms, established discourses, and dogmatic pronouncements’ (1990: 1). 
This story is dialectical and has been accepted for publication in TEXT, to contribute 
to debate about the use of popular genres including fantasy in creative writing 
pedagogy.  
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